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Federated database systems provide a homogeneous inter-

face to possibly heterogeneous local database systems. This homogeneous

interface consists of a global schema which is the result of a logical inte-

gration of the schemata of the corresponding local database systems and

�le systems. In this paper, we sketch the integration process and a set

of tools for supporting the design process. Besides the classical database

schema integration, the design process for federated information systems

requires the integration of other aspects like integrity rules, authorization

policies and transactional processes. This paper reports on an integrated

approach to tool support of several of these integration aspects. The dif-

ferent integration facets are linked via the database integration method

GIM allowing a high degree of automatic integration steps.

1 Introduction

The SIGMAFDB project [26] is the focus of our research in the �eld of federated
database systems. Our common view to federated database systems is a tightly
coupled approach based on the �ve-level schema architecture of Sheth and Lar-
son [24]. This is motivated by the requirement of data consistency which can
only be appropriately guaranteed in a tightly coupled environment. A federated
database should correctly reect the modeled real-world. Inconsistencies between
the databases concerning the same real-world entities have to be removed. Cor-
rect conict resolution builds the basis for a correct database integration.

Our research interests as well as the related implementation activities are
stimulated by the following application scenarios:

{ The �rst scenario comes from the area of factory planning. Here, di�erent
speci�c application programs (tools) are used for optimizing machine con-
�guration and transport facilities in factories. These applications have been
developed independently. In order to enable interoperation between these
tools (in particular to support concurrent engineering) an integrated data
layer is needed. A main challenge is that most tools store their data in �les,
each using its own way of structuring the data. Therefore, the �les have to
be analyzed for building a description of the �le structure.
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{ Our second integration scenario is motivated by the bio-informatics research
area where we are faced with highly heterogeneous databases which con-
tain bio-molecular data representing results of thirty years of experimental
research. The integration of these partly overlapping databases promises a
new quality of databases and enables new applications to access heteroge-
neous data in a uniform and transparent way [14].

{ Our third (and most recent) integration scenario is given by the Global-Info
project which aims at supporting digital libraries by federation services.
Here, the existing systems mainly have WWW interfaces which usually re-
strict the access to pieces of information in a certain way.

This paper surveys our approach to designing federated database schemata. We
briey describe the tool-set SIGMABench which supports the design process.
The main part of this process obviously comprises the schema integration. For
integrating schemata of di�erent local systems these schemata must be avail-
able. In our application scenarios we are faced with �les which do not o�er a
schema. Hence, the �le structure must be analyzed in order to exploit a schema.
The integration is performed following the GIM-Method (Generic Integration
Model) [20]. For a correct integration, we have to consider both intensional and
extensional conicts in a common framework. Extensional assertions are speci-
�ed by the database designer. This is a hard task for the designer and demands
a detailed knowledge about the local systems. Since local integrity constraints
reduce the set of possible database states, these constraints can be applied to
give hints for extensional assertions between local classes [27].

A further step of the design process considers local integrity constraints as
additional semantic information for schema integration. In addition, local access
rights must also be considered in order to derive global access rights. Last but not
least, we regard the design of global transactions and their decomposition into
subtransactions as an important task in building federated information systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an
overview of the design process and current state of SIGMABench . Afterwards,
the �le analyzer and the derivation of �le schemata is described. The automatic
generation of extensional assertions is subject of Section 4. Section 5 discusses
schema integration including integrity constraints and access rights whereas Sec-
tion 6 addresses basic issues of designing global transactions.

2 Federation Design Process

Federated database systems [24] provide a homogeneous interface to possibly
heterogeneous local database systems. This interface consists of a global schema
which is the result of a logical integration of the involved local schemata [3]. The
integration is performed in several steps being sketched in this section including
�le structure analysis, treatment of integrity constraints and access rights.

Fig. 1 sketches the steps of developing an integrated schema. On the �rst
level, there are the local systems including �le clusters and database systems.
The assertion generator takes the local integrity constraints for the local (�le)
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schemata and generates a set of extensional assertions. Obviously, these asser-
tions can only be complete if the local integrity constraints are fully speci�ed. In
practice, the constraints de�ned on a schema will probably not be su�cient to
express all extensional relationships. However, they may serve as an indication
for the federated database designer. The next step comprises the schema inte-
gration. Since integrity constraints and access rights inuence the global schema,
database integration must also comprise the integration of integrity constraints
and access rights. Before integrating schemata the integrator has to complete
(and probably correct) the generated global assertions. The GIM-Method deals
with n-ary extensional assertions. In contrast, most other schema integration ap-
proaches are based on only binary extensional assertions which cannot express
all possible situations. The result is a global schema with global access rights and
integrity constraints. Each access onto the local systems over the global interface
has to be done with respect to the global schema. Thus, global transactions may
have di�erent dependencies among them determined by the global assertions.

With respect to this process we implemented the federated database de-
sign tool SIGMABench (see Fig. 2). This tool was implemented according to
a client-server architecture. Central inter-operation platform is the repository
that is realized using a relational DBMS (YARD). Clients for dedicated tasks
are developed in Java. The �le structure analyzer comprises di�erent tools for
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the �le structure analysis. Key words, tokens, and brackets can be found semi-
automatically based on text analysis. In this way, the design of grammars de-
scribing the structure of �le clusters is supported. The schema loader imports
schemata from an Oracle database to our repository. It uses the catalogue tables
of the Oracle system and currently considers classes, attributes, data types, and
integrity constraints. Current implementation work extends this also to load user
pro�les including access rights. The schema editor and viewer allows the de�ni-
tion and graphical representation of object-oriented schemata for storing them
in the repository. Of course, in \real" integration scenarios the schemata should
be imported from the local databases. The main issue of the schema editor is
to make schemata available for demonstration purposes. Thus, the editor o�ers
classes, attributes, relationships, specialization, and integrity constraints. Cur-
rently three kinds of integrity constraints are supported: uniqueness constraints
like unique(Book.Author, Book.Title), attribute-constant-comparisons (including
not null) such as Book.Price > 0.0, and comparisons between two attributes,
for instance, Book.Title <> Journal.Title. These constraints can be composed
to complex integrity constraints by means of logical operators. The extensional

relationship editor supports the derivation of extensional relationships from in-
tegrity constraints (e.g. Journal.ISBN<"1-2345" and Book.ISBN>"2-6789") and
extensional assertions (e.g. Library.Book disjoint to Project.Book). The exten-
sional relationships are expressed by the GIM-matrix which correlates disjoint
extensions and classes of the participating schemata (see Section 5.1). Besides the
automatic generation of the matrix using integrity constraints and extensional
assertions, our tool also allows its direct manipulation.

The main part of SIGMABench is the schema integrator which automati-
cally derives integrated object-oriented schemata using the source schemata and
the modeled extensional relationships. This tool covers extensional and inten-
sional conicts and supports the integration of integrity constraints. The integra-
tion of access rights is currently in development. The integration wizard combines
all necessary steps for the federated schema generation. It includes the assertion
generator which currently supports attribute-constant-comparisons and special-
ization relationships. SpeCTraC1 allows to specify (global) transactions with
di�erent dependencies among them. The tool comprises a consistency checker
which supports specifying consistent dependencies. In case of an inconsistency,
alternative dependencies are proposed. Due to the �xed extensional assertions of
the global schema, di�erent commit rules can be derived for global transactions.

3 File Structure Analyzing

Traditional federated schema design approaches fail in integrating data �les since
�les neither o�er a data model nor a database schema which can be exploited for
schema integration. It is important to mention that the integration has to cover
all possible �les of a given application scenario, and should not be restricted to
only one or some example �les [13]. In this context, we use the term �le cluster

1 A Tool for Specifying Consistent Transaction Closures



to refer to these �le databases which cover all �les of an application system.
For the integration of such �le clusters we suggest the derivation of a structure

description, e.g. a grammar, describing the physical structure and the syntax
of the data �les and a conceptual schema, modeling structure, and semantics
in database terms. The structure description could be a SGML-DTD (SGML
Document Type De�nition) or a context-free grammar according to YACC.

Completely structured �les can be modeled with a grammar. Several lan-
guages for grammar de�nition exist, supported by tools like lexical scanners and
parser generators. Such grammars can directly be compiled into adapters. A
promising task is the semiautomated derivation of the grammar and schema. A
top-down approach using grammatical inference methods is implemented in the
NoDoSe-Tool [1]. Here, the developer de�nes the grammar by marking data in
a text window and assigning them with data structures de�ned in a grammar
or schema window. The tool calculates all candidates for tokens, identifying the
data. In that way a structure description can be \mined" step-by-step.

Our approach as a part of the SIGMABench is a bottom-up approach. The
�rst step is the syntactical analysis of a given set of �les. The idea is to separate
the words2 in a �le by delimiters. The set of delimiters can be de�ned explicitly.
The next step is counting the occurrences for each word and sorting the list of
words according to the count. Based on the hypothesis, that the most frequent
words are good candidates for tokens or key words, this list can support the
developer in grammar design. However, the experiments prove, that also non
key words can occur very frequently and key words, e.g. identifying classes with
very few instances in the �les, can occur less frequently. Therefore, the developer
has to check and to improve the list manually.

The next syntactical analysis step �nds bracket pairs3 or block delimiters.
Based on a set of bracket pairs, the SIGMA-File-Analyzer constructs a parse tree
for the �les. The parse tree is translated into a grammar tree by a bottom-up
approach beginning with the leaves of the tree. The goal is to �nd similar struc-
tured blocks in all levels of the tree. For each element in a block, two alternative
representations are considered. The �rst one is the pure or immediate represen-
tation of a word, e.g., AUTHOR is represented as AUTHOR. This will mainly be
used for key words or tokens. The second representation is a meta-representation
by a type or class, e.g., the texts Gunter, Can, or Ingo can commonly be repre-
sented by the associated data type String. Checking all combinations of both
representations should result in a reduced number of equivalent block patterns.
The following example illustrates the simpli�cation of inner block patterns. The
parse tree contains the following inner blocks:

AUTHOR Gunter BOOK Databases

AUTHOR Can BOOK Objectbases

AUTHOR Ingo BOOK Schemaintegration

AUTHOR Michael BOOK Oracle8

2 A word can also be a single character.
3 Brackets can also be \long" words, e.g., BEGIN or END.



Regarding the number of four elements in the blocks, one can derive the complete
set of 16 combinations. The �rst combination (pure pure pure pure) is the source
combination. Setting the �rst element to meta does not reduce the number of
blocks. The goal is to calculate the combination that has the fewest di�erent
blocks with as few as possible switches from pure to meta. In the example above,
the best combination is (pure meta pure meta):

AUTHOR String BOOK String

In this way, it is possible to reduce the number of di�erent inner blocks. These
blocks can now be represented by the calculated combinations.

This algorithm can recursively be applied to each level of the parse tree. The
result is a grammar tree which is equivalent to the parse tree. The grammar tree
can now be translated into a grammar for a adapter generator. The approach
is partially implemented and produces good results for strongly structured �les
using blocks for structuring. Future work will enhance the technique to �les
where bracket-pairs are tokens with key word semantics or value semantics.

As argued in [18], a grammar is not a suitable approach for semistructured
�les. For instance, an HTML �le, which is generated by a CGI script accessing
a relational database, contains a huge volume of unnecessary and unstructured
information in most cases. This information could be control sequences for text
formatting, e.g., advertising of products, additional services, etc. Constructing a
complete grammar for such a kind of �le is both unnecessary and expensive. A
more suitable approach for this kind of semistructured �les is the application of
pattern matching techniques, e.g., with regular expressions. This is done in the
FLORID prototype [12] as well as in the WebJDBC system [18].

4 Assertion Generation

Integrity constraints are an important part of database schemata. They describe
properties of the modeled real world and thus de�ne the semantics of a database
schema. Their enforcement ensures the semantic correctness of the corresponding
database states. In order to build and maintain semantically correct database
federations, locally existing integrity constraints must be reected in the global
schema. Furthermore, we may use local integrity constraints to derive global
assertions for corresponding classes [27]. Extensional assertions are de�ned in
order to relate classes of di�erent schemata according to their extensional rela-
tionships. We denote the extension of the class C1 in a database state S (the
set of current instances) as ExtS

C1
. Between the local classes the following ex-

tensional assertions [25] can be de�ned by the database integrator:

Disjointness: C1 ? C2 :, 8S : ExtS
C1
\ExtS

C2
= ;

Equivalence: C1 � C2 :, 8S : ExtS
C1

= ExtS
C2

Containment:C1 � C2 :, 8S : ExtS
C1
� ExtS

C2

Overlap: C1 e C2 :, true



Two classes are extensionally disjoint if there are no common objects in the
extensions of these classes in any database state. Extensionally equivalent classes
have same extensions in each database state. One class extensionally contains
another class if the extension of the �rst class is a superset of the extension of
the other class in any database state. The default value is overlap. In this case
there are no restrictions on the extensions of the two related classes.

Integrity constraints can be exploited to give hints for extensional assertions
between local classes [27]. In the following example, we show the derivation of ex-
tensional assertions for the local classes Library.Book and Project.Book. Suppose
these classes consist of books of a library and a project, respectively. Further-
more, both of the local classes have an attribute Publisher with the following
integrity constraints. In the library, there are only books published by Springer,
Addison-Wesley, and Prentice-Hall. The books of the project are published by
in�x and Shaker:

Library.Book.Publisher 2 fSpringer, Addison-Wesley, Prentice-Hallg

Project.Book.Publisher 2 fin�x, Shakerg

Obviously, the extensions of classes Library.Book and Project.Book are disjoint.
Moreover, the derivation of assertions based on linear arithmetic constraints is
currently integrated into the tool integration wizard.

5 Integration

Integration concerns three parts, schema integration in general, integration of
integrity constraints, and integration of access rights.

5.1 Schema Integration

Schema integration [3] is the main step in federated database design. In cor-
respondence to the �ve-level-schema architecture [24] the schemata of existing
component databases must be integrated to the federated schema. A complex
task is to overcome schema heterogeneity. This step typically consists of de-
tecting semantic conicts and then of solving these conicts by designing new
schemata and corresponding schema mappings. After having solved all conicts,
the schemata can be merged into a federated schema.

In our project we developed the new schema integration method GIM [20, 21].
GIM is an acronym for Generic Integration Model, an intermediate data model.
This model is designed for schema integration. The GIM approach enables the
usage of algorithms from formal concept analysis [9] increasing the part of schema
integration which can be done automatically.

In the following, the GIM-Method is sketched by an example. Assume, there
is a library database storing information about publications, where books and
journal papers are special types of publications. Each publication is either a
book or a journal paper. This database has to be integrated with a project
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database that stores project publications. This database distinguishes more types
of publications. Fig. 3 depicts the corresponding schemata of both databases.

Before these schemata are integrated, conicts have to be resolved. In this
paper we consider extensional and intensional conicts. We assume that other
types of conicts are resolved as described, e.g., in [15, 25]. Extensional conicts
refer to redundancies among di�erent classes whereas intensional conicts are
caused by di�erent types of semantically related classes. The schemata de�ne
extensional subset relationships between sub- and superclasses and relationships
due to integrity constraints. In general, it is impossible to completely conclude
from given databases and integrity constraints whether the extensions of an
arbitrary set of classes from di�erent databases can simultaneously contain ob-
jects modeling a real-world object. Therefore, the designer has to give additional
information about the extensional relationships among the classes.

Knowing the extensional overlaps the original extensions can be decomposed
into disjoint base extensions. If, for example, the classes A and B overlap then
their extensions are decomposed into three base extensions (A nB;B nA;A\B).
The algorithm presented in [22] computes the base extensions from the exten-
sional assertions and is implemented in the SIGMABench .

The base extensions of our example are given in Fig. 4 (left). In our example,
the original extensions are partitioned into base extensions 1{9. For example, the
extension Book of the database Library is partitioned into the base extensions
1 and 9. The base extension 9 contains books from the library database which
are simultaneously stored in the project database whereas the base extension 1

contains the remaining ones. Each publication, which is stored in the library or
in the project database, can be assigned to exactly one base extension.

Now we have to compare the intensional aspects of the two schemata. For
simplicity, we assume attributes with same names have identical semantics, i.e.,
attribute conicts [15] are assumed to be resolved. The resolution of attribute
conicts is in general an important step during the integration process, but lies
beyond the scope of this paper.

From the given extensional and intensional information we can automatically
derive a table that assigns attributes to base extensions. A tick symbol for a



Local Classes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Library.Publication X X X X

Library.Book X X

Library.Journal-Paper X X

Project.Publication X X X X X X X

Project.Non-Refereed X X X X X

Project.Journal-Paper X X X

Project.Book X X

Project.Technical-Report X X

Attr-Ext 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Title X X X X X X X X X

Author X X X X X X X X X

ISBN X X X

Organization X X X X

Volume X X X

Publisher X X

TRno X X

Pubno X X X X X

Fig. 4. Extensional Relationships and Extension-Attribute Relation

column (base extension) and a row (attribute) means that for potential objects
of that base extension we know the value of that attribute (Fig. 4 right).

This table representation is a simpli�ed GIM representation of the integrated
schemata and can directly be used for further analyses. The order of columns and
rows is irrelevant. By exchanging rows and columns we only obtain another rep-
resentation. In such a representation a rectangle corresponds to a class: a union
of base extensions having the same set of attributes. Moreover, we may detect
subclass relationships using the rectangle representation of classes. If rectan-
gles overlap, then they are in a specialization relationship. Algorithms of formal
concept analysis [9] �nd all maximal rectangles and extensional subset relations
between them. A maximal rectangle represents a class of the federated schema.
The algorithm presented in [20], which is a slightly modi�cation of the concept
analysis algorithm, �nds the following classes (maximal rectangles) from the
Fig. 4 (right table):

C1 = (f1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9g,fTitle,Authorg)

C2 = (f4,6,8g,fTitle,Author,Organization,Volumeg)

C3 = (f5,9g,fTitle,Author,ISBN,Publisher,Pubnog)

C4 = (f1,5,9g,fTitle,Author,ISBNg)

C5 = (f6g,fTitle,Author,Organization,Volume,TRno,Pubnog)

C6 = (f3,6g,fTitle,Author,TRno,Pubnog)

C7 = (f3,5,6,7,9g,fTitle,Author,Pubnog)

C8 = (f2,4,6,8g,fTitle,Author,Organizationg)

Now we build the matrix M which represents the irreexive binary relation
<. It expresses the specialization relation (subset relation) by comparing the
extensions of each pair of classes. Two classes are in specialization relation if
their sets of base extensions are in a subset relation. The computation MN =
M �M �M removes transitive specializations. Only the value `1' in a �eld of
MN represents a direct specialization relation between two classes.

The classes C1, : : :, C8 andMN can directly be used to produce the federated
schema as depicted in Fig. 5. The names of the integrated classes correspond as
far as possible to the classes of the two existing databases.

Besides the presented approach there are many other approaches to schema
integration, e.g. [7, 17, 8]. The main di�erence between our approach and the
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other ones is the decomposition of extensions into base extensions and the ap-
plication of e�cient algorithms. We are able to integrate di�erent inheritance
hierarchies encompassing many classes. The other approaches explain how to
integrate very few classes whereas our approach considers the schemata entirely.

5.2 Integrity Constraint Integrator

In order to build and maintain semantically correct database federations, locally
existing integrity constraints must be reected in the global schema. In this
context, the notions of global and local understandability [28] play a central role.
Global/local understandability means that a global/local transaction should not
be rejected if it ful�lls all integrity constraints of the corresponding schema.
Our approach to dealing with integrity constraints during schema integration
is based on a set of logical rules [6, 2]. Integrity constraints are usually given
for a certain set of objects, i.e., they correspond to class extensions. Therefore,
we always consider constraints together with the extensions for which they are
valid. During integration we perform the following steps:

{ Based on the GIM-Method, �rst the base extensions are derived from the
given classes. Then, the respective integrity constraints are assigned to the
base extensions. In doing so, we have to check which constraints of the orig-
inal classes are still valid in the corresponding base extensions. Base ex-
tensions were created by extensional decomposition. Therefore, we call an
integrity constraint decomposable if it remains valid on any subset of the
original class extension [2]. Any constraint which is decomposable can be
adopted unchanged to the corresponding base extensions. Please note that
the decomposition of class constraints leads to a loss of information (which
have to be compensated later during the composition phase). Obviously, ob-
ject constraints are also decomposable, e.g., the constraint (price < 200:00)
must hold also for the corresponding base extensions. Suppose that the exten-
sions of the classes Library.Book and Project.Book overlap. Since the integrity



constraints of the class Library.Book are decomposable, they can be adopted
to the base extensions 1 and 9. All decomposable constraints are combined
conjunctively in the corresponding base extensions.

{ When composing base extensions to global classes, we have to check whether
the constraints are composable. An integrity constraint is called composable

if it remains valid on any superset of the original extension. If a class is
composed by the union of two base extensions which is not associated with
any class constraints, then the corresponding object constraints of the base
extensions can be disjunctively connected. However, base extensions usually
contain class constraints such as uniqueness constraints. In this case, the
problem is solved by introducing discriminant-attributes that are used to
assign objects of the uni�ed classes to the corresponding base extensions [6].

By integrating integrity constraints we can solve the global understandability
problem. For solving the local understandability problem, the integration of in-
tegrity constraints must be done in a consistent way with respect to extensional
assertions. However, since the extensional assertions are de�ned by the database
integrator, the extensional assertions and the underlying local integrity con-
straints may be conicting. Based on the idea that integrity constraints restrict
the possible extensions of related classes, the derivation of extensional relation-
ships can be partly supported as shown in [27] and Section 4.

5.3 Authorization Integration

A critical feature of database systems concerns the management of con�dential
data. Powerful mechanisms are needed for user management, authorization and
authentication. In a federated environment, the global and local mechanisms
have to work together to ensure global security. Security is achieved when the
requirements secrecy, integrity, and availability are ensured.

Our focus lies on access rights. Access rights are statements about the rights
of subjects (users, roles, programs, etc) to access objects (pieces of data) in
certain ways (read, write, etc) including the right to grant them to other subjects
[5]. In a federated system, local access rights have to be transformed, �ltered and
integrated. This includes the resolution of conicts among overlapping access
rights imported from di�erent local systems.

During the design process of a federated system a global security model has
to be chosen for expressing the integrated access rights. We express all access

rights as triples consisting of the following concepts:

{ subjects : only single users;
{ objects : classes, objects, and attributes;
{ access types : read, write, create, delete.

We have only positive access rights and we follow a closed world policy. This
model can be extended with more complex concepts like user role models.

Fig. 6 illustrates a scenario with two local databases Project and Library. The
local user named joe has read access to the class Project.Publication over the role
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research. In the other system, the local user joe may read and write the class
Library.Publication.

At �rst, the access rights on the local schemata are transformed into access
rights expressed in terms of our global model. Because of the simplicity of our
model, we have to divide access rights based on complex concepts like for example
groups of users or views which in turn increases the number of access rights
signi�cantly. In our example this a�ects the role research to which joe is assigned.

Afterwards, the exported local access rights are integrated into global ac-
cess rights which correspond to the integrated schema. A semantic conict may
arise if a user has the right to access a certain data object in one local system
but not the same or overlapping data object in another local system. Consider
again Fig. 6. During schema integration the local classes Project.Publication and
Library.Publication are integrated to the global class Publication (cf. Fig. 5). We
integrate the users from the di�erent local systems with a special user man-
agement tool that imports the local user pro�les and ensures that all identical
users are assigned with one global identity. In the case of our example we cre-
ate the global subject joe which is joined with its two local counterparts. So, a
conict arises because joe has only read access to the corresponding local class
Project.Publication and complete access rights to the other local class.

The designer of the federated system has the following three possibilities to
resolve such a conict in cooperation with the local administrators:

{ The access is denied if this is required by the relevant administrator.
{ The access is permitted if this is accepted by the relevant administrator.
{ The right is locally granted. The conict vanishes.

In our example we choose the �rst option. Thus, the user joe is only allowed to
update Library.Publication at the local system.

Finally, we have to discuss how we use the integrated access rights within
the scope of a federated authorization process. In the tool SIGMABench we
implement a variant of global authorization that checks all global queries con-
cerning federated data against the integrated access rights. At the local systems,
we establish a user with the login name fdbs to whom the responsible adminis-
trator grants full access to all data that can be exported. To obtain the necessary



trust of the local systems for this approach, we additionally need powerful user
authentication mechanisms at the global side [11].

6 Global Transactions

In a federated database environment, global transactions are able to transpar-
ently access and manipulate data located in di�erent local database systems
[4]. Depending on the underlying global schema, and particularly on the �xed
extensional assertions, a global transaction is decomposed into a set of global
subtransactions which operate on the local database systems. Extensional asser-
tions inuence the dependencies between the global subtransactions of the same
global transaction [29]. Di�erent global commit rules are needed to correctly ter-
minate a global transaction. For instance, in some cases a commit of only one
global subtransaction is su�cient to commit the global transaction, i.e., a global
transaction can commit although some of the global subtransactions abort.

In the following, we consider the decomposition of a global transaction tg and
the corresponding global commit rule for this transaction. The global transaction
tg consists of the following insert on the global classes Cg1 and Cg2 (where the
classes C1 and C3 are managed in one local database system while the classes
C2 and C4 are managed in another local database system):

Insert into Cg1 = C1 [ C2 with C1?C2;

Insert into Cg2 = C3 [ C4 with C3 � C4;

The insertion into class Cg1 is successful if the corresponding object is inserted
in exactly one of the local classes C1 and C2. In contrast, an object is inserted
into class Cg2 if the object appears at least in class C3. The global transaction
is successful if either an object is inserted in class C1 and class C3, in class C2

and class C3, in the classes C1, C3, and C4, or in the classes C2, C3, and C4.
If only one of the operations of a transaction aborts then the whole transac-

tion aborts. Thus, the global transaction is decomposed into global subtransac-
tions such that transaction ti performs the insertion into class C3, transaction
tj into class C1, transaction tk into class C2 and transaction tm into C4. The
resulting dependencies are as follows (cf. termination dependencies in [23]):

{ The abortion of transaction tg requires the abortion of all subtransactions:
atg ) (ati ^ atj ^ atk ^ atm).

{ The commit of transaction ti is essential for transaction tg : (ati ) atg ).
{ If the transactions tj and tk abort, then the global transaction tg has to
abort, too: (atj ^ atk )) atg .

{ Transaction tj and tk are in an exclusive dependency: (ctj ) atk^ctk ) atj ).
{ The success of transaction tm is optional.

The previous example shows that the assumption in the literature that at least
one global subtransaction of the same global transaction is executed at the corre-
sponding local systems, e.g., [4, 10], cannot hold since local integrity constraints
are not known and considered on the global level. The tool SpeCTraC en-
ables us to specify arbitrary sets of transactions on the global level. These are
connected over transaction dependencies like termination dependencies.



7 Conclusions

Building and maintaining federated database systems is a hard task which cannot
completely be done in an automatic way. Our main goal is to support the schema
designer of a federated database during the design process. We work on di�erent
areas of this complex problem and develop a bunch of solutions. The online
documentation as well as a more detailed technical report of the SIGMABench
can be found under:

http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/�sigmafdb/

From a scienti�c point of view, there is still a lot of open problems in database
integration. One main problem is the extraction of semantic information from
existing systems. Our approach has done �rst steps in analyzing �le structures,
database schemata, and existing explicit integrity constraints. However, schema
re-engineering and extraction of implicit integrity constraints can never be com-
pletely automated and, thus, always require human interaction.

Besides the concrete federation aspects shortly described in this paper there
is still a large number of other facets where methods and tool support are needed.
Examples are integration of stored procedures, other databases models, general
behavior integration, etc. Our aim is to build an open tool environment where
developments in these areas can be `plugged in' to enrich the design support
o�ered by our tool.
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